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Active Vibration for Cellulite  
Reduction and Skin Toning

The new creation from CRYOSKIN PARIS.



The Handpiece

The Method
• The massaging technique consists of kneading the skin and 

subcutaneous tissues up to the superficial muscle levels, using 4 
different movements with the handpiece (bottom-up, back and 
forward, in half-circles, in waves). These different movements allow 
you to obtain a variety of desirable results: cellulite reduction, fat 
reduction, skin toning, drainage, detox, etc.

• The pressure: You can manually adjust the pressure depending on the 
client and the protocol. In fact, Les Sphères utilize the resistance of the 
subcutaneous muscle to increase the effectiveness of the massage.

• The speed: each protocol comes with a specific speed of the rotation of 
the 45 Sphères. This speed combined with the massaging technique 
will create a different type of wave, in order to obtain different results. 

• Ergonomic: The handpiece Les Sphères is light (1000 g) and 
compact. It fits perfectly in your hand to prevent any stiffness in your 
wrist or any fatigue at the end of the day. 

• Easy to clean: you can remove the 45 Sphères cartridge from the 
handpiece frame to clean it with water in between clients. It is fast 
and easy. 

• Simple and versatile: no need to change or replace the handpiece. 
Les Sphères handpiece allows you to operate all procedures for 
thousands of sessions. 
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Which Body Parts Can We Work?
A session lasts from 20  
to 40 minutes depending 
on the body area and  
the objective

ARMS: 
Reduction of localized fat. 
Skin lifting and toning. 

BACK: 
Relaxing techniques that improve skin 
tissue and stimulate blood circulation.

LOWER LIMBS: 
Les Sphères method specifically 
addresses all types of cellulite, 
including the most resilient ones 
(adipose cellulite, edematous 
cellulite, fibrotic cellulite). It can 
also help to heal heavy legs, 
improve circulatory issues, tone 
and firm the skin. 

ABDOMEN: 
Reduction of 
localized fat, 
kneading and 
drainage of the of 
the subcutaneous 
tissues. Relaxing and 
soothing the skin. 

PELVIC BODY: 
Different maneuvers 
allow you to work 
specifically from 
various angles to 
obtain a reshaping 
of the waistline and 
a bum lift effect, as 
well as a refining of 
the hips.
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What is cellulite?
Cellulite appears when the adipocytes 
located in the hypoderm get bigger and 
gather together by clusters. These clusters 
pressurize the skin leading to the creation 
of the orange peel aspect. At the same time, 
hypoderm inflates compressing blood and 
lymphatic vessels, causing a lack of drainage 
and accumulation of fluids and toxins.
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Which 
Massaging 
Techniques?

The 4 Massaging 
Techniques:
• Swing bottom up
• Swing back and forward
• Swing in half-circles 
• Swing in waves

We will train you to operate the massaging 
techniques. They are simple and each one 
will provide a specific result. The ergonomic 
handpiece also glides and fits the shape of the 
different body parts of your clients perfectly.



Les Sphères Benefits
Les Sphères CRYOSKIN is a secure investment for your business. It is easy to use, 
delivers fast and visible results and will answer the needs of a large clientele. 

• SAFE: With no use of radiation of any kind, Les Sphères CRYOSKIN utilizes 
the mechanical action of the Sphères. It is worth mentioning that although 
Les Sphères is a Cryoskin Paris’ brand, the device does not use hot and cold.

• EFFICIENT: Thanks to the large portfolio of procedures and the possibility 
to work on most body areas you can propose tailor made solutions to large 
variety of clients.

• RELIABLE: easy to operate and robust, you will be able to maximize your 
investment with no need to buy expensive consumables or replace any parts.  
(The only consumable to use for the procedures are the massage oils). 
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Game changer for 
your business

100% natural and plant-based.
The massages are performed using essential oils which will deliver their 
active components to the skin thanks to the massaging techniques. 
These essential oils will amplify the results of the procedures and 
contribute to provide a complete satisfaction to your clients. Our oils 
are 100% natural and plant-based. They have been developed to 
enhance specifically the benefits of the procedures: cellulite reduction, 
abdominal fat reduction, body contouring, relaxation, etc.
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&Before
After

#noinjections 

#noscalpel 

#norisk 

#nosideeffects 

#nopain
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Cryoskin Paris is part of the PRODESIGNPLUS group

Cryoskin is a registered trademark by 

PRODESIGNPLUS.

www.cryoskin-international.com

www.lesspherescryoskin.com

@cryoskinparis

contact@cryoskinparis.com

+33 677626841

CRYOSKIN PARIS - 22 Chemin du Château d’Eau

95650 Boissy L’Aillerie - France

FEATURES
!  Operated by Linux Os and a large 10.1 touchscreen

!  The size of the handpiece makes it very handy and functional

!  A non-invasive and natural technology 

!  pre-programmed protocols that can reach a rotation speed of 400 rpm 

with possible change of direction   

!  4 different massaging techniques: bottom up, back and forward, in half-

circles, in waves 

!  Works on 3 different axes -  3 dimensions

!  Scalable system with USB key

!  2-year guarantee for the device, 1 year for the handpiece

Power Power supply 110v-240v 50/60hz

Handpiece

Rotation Speed 10 up to 400 RPM

Number of Sphères 45 Sphères Teflon

Cleaning Easy to disassemble and clean

Dimensions
Size (height x width x depth) 161 x 355 x 384 mm

Weight 12 kg / Handpiece 1 kg

Country of origin Designed, assembled in Europe

Manufacturer 

International exclusive 

representative

Les Sphères® brand is property of Cryoskin Paris,  

member of the PRODESIGNPLUS group


